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Tools Needed

Items Included
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Tape Measure

Joiner Plates T-Grid Hanger Brackets

VIBE SWAY Fins 
Module 1

*Actual product comes with more brackets

Long Spike Brackets

Drill

Screws

VIBE SWAY Fins 
Module 2
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VIBE SWAY Installation - Fins
Acoustical Drop Grid Ceiling
These installation suggestions consist of a common process for VIBE SWAY Fins installation. Installers should rely 
upon their own professional experience and understanding of their unique requirements to ensure a successful install.

VIBE SWAY Fins will look best when installed with no gaps between ends or rows.
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1. CEILING INSTALL OPTION 1: T-grid direct install with screws

Take the long brackets, one at a time, and place directly on the T-grid of ceiling. Use a drill with screws to secure the bracket to the T-grid.

2. Align the next bracket and repeat the process to install all the brackets directly to the T-grid.

Bracket

T-Grid

Ceiling Screw
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3. CEILING INSTALL OPTION 2: T-grid install with Joiner Plate and Hanger Bracket

Take the long brackets, two at a time, and slide together using the Joiner Plate. Secure the Joiner Plate with two threaded nuts.

Joiner

Bracket

4.

T-Grid 
Hanger Bracket

Use the T-Grid Hanger Bracket to fit each row onto the T-Grid on the ceiling. Carefully place each row of joined brackets one at a 
time in order to align all the brackets together evenly.

Bracket

Bracket
T-Grid

T-Grid

Ceiling

Ceiling
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5. The VIBE SWAY fins are approximately 2ft x 2ft in length. Each VIBE SWAY module will use 2 brackets on each side; 4 brackets 
total for one module. The spacing between each row of brackets on the ceiling should be approximately 24in (2ft) to match the length 
of the fins.

TIP: Use one of the VIBE SWAY fins as a guide to assist proper spacing when installing the brackets.

NOTE: the edge of the fin should line 
up and be flush with the edge of the 
Sheet metal Spike Ears.

Sheet metal
Spike Ears 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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6. Once all brackets have been secured, carefully place each VIBE SWAY fin onto the brackets. There are two different modules for VIBE 
SWAY with reflecting patterns:

Module 1 fins are labeled A1-A12. 
Module 2 fins are labeled B1-B12. 

Begin inserting the fins from number 1, then work down the line to insert the other fins in order from numbers 1-12.
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NOTE: The material can be removed 
individually from the bracket by bending 
the spike ears out slightly - this will release 
the felt. 

The sheet metal spike ear can be bent back 
into place for re-installation.

Sheet metal 
Spike Ears

7. For a grid of 4 VIBE SWAY, see below the recommended pattern for placement of each VIBE SWAY module type. This will create the 
diamond shape wave pattern that flows together when assembled.
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Module 2
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8. Repeat until all VIBE SWAY fins are secured onto the brackets. For the best results, ensure the fins from both modules touch 
in the middle and are flush together with no spacing.
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9. Finish the installation.




